
 
ANYTHING GOES WITH NEW CASERA KITCHEN  

AND BATH SOLID SURFACING FROM LG HI-MACS 
 
Peoria, AZ – (Date), 2006 -- Casera, the latest pattern in the popular LG HI-
MACS Volcanics line of premium solid surfaces, is designed to take the 
challenge and frustration out of decorating. Casera’s colors, which tend toward 
neutral, give the designer more latitude in creating that comfortable “at home” 
look that is so desirable. Design options are maximized since kitchens and baths 
are more easily accessorized with Casera’s highly complementary color.  
 
“Natural, understated beauty describes Casera,” says Ferron Dunham, LG HI-
MACS Marketing Assistant. “Casera has been crafted and blended to 
complement a wide variety of the color schemes found in tastefully appointed 
kitchens and baths. In the past, some solid surface colors and patterns have had 
a tendency to fight with their surroundings. Casera unites. It is now much easier 
to achieve desired decorating results. Anything goes with Casera.” 
 
Casera is the latest color in a comprehensive line that is helping to make LG 
Volcanics solid surfaces the new standard of comparison in the architectural and 
design community. In addition to Casera, the expanding LG Volcanics line 
includes Kohala, Dominica, Basil, Marin, Santorini, Castle, Cameroon, Steller, 
Fresh, Marea and Lattetude. LG Volcanics as well as other LG surfacing 
products can be seen at better Kitchen and Bath outlets nationwide. The line is 
also featured prominently at Lowe’s retail stores. 
 
For information about the LG Volcanics collection, pleased call 866-LGHIMACS 
or visit lgvolcanics.com. 
 
About LG HI-MACS 
 
LG HI-MACS, the acrylic solid surface division of the leading Korean chemical company 
LG Chem, manufactures scratch and stain resistant solid surfaces with thermo-formable 
qualities that allow it to be shaped and inlaid to create a variety of edge treatments. LG 
HI-MACS solid surface is available to kitchen and bath dealers and designers through a 
nationwide network of certified fabricators and distributors.  Consumers can find LG HI-
MACS at any Lowe’s retailer across the country.  LG HI-MACS is backed by the 
industry’s only 15-year transferable warranty, a testament to the quality and lasting 
durability of the product.  For more information on LG HI-MACS Solid Surfaces, call LG 
Solid Source, toll free, at: 866.LGHIMACS or visit www.lgcountertops.com. 
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